Telephone Answering Service (TAS) Workshop

**IN SUPPORT OF OUR PRIMARY PURPOSE**

When anyone, anywhere reaches out for help...

I want the hand of A.A. always to be there

And for that, I am responsible

Please come if:
1. You are a TAS volunteer
2. You want to or considering to become a TAS volunteer
3. You just want to be informed about this AA service

Learn or get refreshed about: 1) Responsibilities; 2) Resources needed as a TAS volunteer (facilities, treatment centers, Intergroups, etc.); 3) 12 Step Call List

Same workshop, 2 different days from noon to 1 pm:
Sat, Aug 19 and Sun, Aug 20

Location: Central Office 1915 W 18th St, Ste D
(317-632-7864) Indy, IN 46202